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ABSTRACT

The development of thermoacoustic refrigeration

technology has been held back by low power density and

high required temperatures. The present work proposes

and simulates a compact, multi-stage loop thermoacous-

tic refrigeration system with integrated stages connected

by a short thermal buffer tube at the heating-cooling sec-

tion interface. This arrangement improves power density

and reduces friction losses. Designed to operate at a cool-

ing temperature between 200 and 290 K, and powered by

low-grade heat input at around 450 to 600 K at 2.0MPa

mean pressure and 293 K ambient temperature, the sys-

tem can achieve relatively high power density and low

onset temperature. Simulation results show a four-stage

system can produce a maximum cooling power output of

around 5 to 10 kWwith an overall axial length of less than

12m. The system also requires a low onset temperature

difference at approximately 35 K between heat input and

ambient for the system to sustain limit cycle oscillations.
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waste heat, compact

NOMENCLATURE

Abbreviations

COP Coefficient of performance

(for thermoacoustic components)

AHXc Ambient heat exchanger of cooler

AHXe Ambient heat exchanger of engine

CHX Cold heat exchanger

HHX Hot heat exchanger

HX Heat exchanger

PT Pulse tube

REGc Regenerator of cooler

REGe Regenerator of engine

RT Resonance tube

sAHX Secondary ambient heat exchanger

TBT Thermal buffer tube

Symbols

Latin

3hyd Hydraulic diameter

3wir Wire diameter

: Thermal conductivity

; Length

M Transfer matrix

% Mean pressure

? Pressure

& Thermal power

) Temperature

C Time

* Volumetric flow rate

D Velocity

, Mechanical work

- Exergy

Greek

[ Efficiency

a Kinematic viscosity

cwal Wall thickenss

d Density

q Phase

qpor Porosity

k Fluid property (equation 1)

Subscripts

◦ Time mean value of ◦
1 Primary mode

aut Auto-

c Cool

cmp Component

h Hot

in Inlet (towards engine end)

ons Onset

out Outlet (towards cooler end)

A Radial direction

stg Stage
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1. INTRODUCTION

Global demand for refrigeration devices is growing at

a rate of 3% per year [1]. Refrigeration in the residen-

tial sector in Japan, Korea, and the USA accounts over

14% share of electricity consumption [2], and nearly 7%of

electricity worldwide in 2016, primarily for space cooling

[3]. Global cooling-related CO2 emissions tripled between

1990 and 2016, reaching around 1135Mt, which accounts

for over 10% of the global power generation sector CO2

[3].

Thermoacoustic refrigeration is a possible alternat-

ive cooling method [4]. The system works by conversion

of thermal energy into acoustic work, which then drives

a heat pump without any moving components. In par-

ticular, travelling-wave thermoacoustic refrigerators have

been shown to offer higher achievable efficiency in a sig-

nificant breakthrough [5]. A number of alternative similar

designs have been suggested thereafter, including multi-

stage-loop systems with smaller dimensions [6], higher

energy density [7], and improved exergy efficiency [8, 9].

However, they all achieved relatively low power density,

where a large amount of space is taken by resonance

tubes.

Previous designs of self-driven thermoacoustic cool-

ing systems [5, 6, 8, 9] position engine and cooler in sep-

arated stages. They are connected either as branches of

themain loop, or stages coupled by long resonance tubes.

This arrangement enables the phase shifting of the pres-

sure vs. flow rate of theworking fluid to achievemaximum

acoustic power conversion. The connecting resonance

tubes between heater and cooler can be long and there-

fore diminish power density, and increase viscous losses.

Their decreased diameter alters the acoustic impedance

and introduces losses due to jet-driven streaming at the

boundaries.

The presentwork proposes a thermoacoustic refriger-
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Figure 1: Physical arrangement of a four-stage thermo-

acoustic refrigerator. The two-dimensional sketches of

thermoacoustic cores are drawn to-scale, but not the res-

onance tubes.

ation system with the heating (engine) and cooling (refri-

geration) sections constructed as two segments in a uni-

fied stage. Instead of a resonance tube, a thermal buffer

tubewith the same diameter as the adjacent components

is used to provide the necessary impedance between en-

gine and cooler sections. This design improves the power

density by reducing the overall axial length of the system,

and increasing efficiency by minimising losses caused by

resonance tubes.

2. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

Figure 1 illustrates a four-stage variant of amulti-stage

loop design. In an integrated heating-cooling stage, the

engine section consists of high and ambient temperature

Unit Component
Diameter Length

Other dimensions[mm] [mm]

Engine

AHXe

120

30 Shell-tube type, qpor = 20%, 3hyd = 1mm
REGe 20 Wire mesh stack, qpor = 90%, 3wir = 38 µm
HHX 25 Shell-tube type, qpor = 20%, 3hyd = 1mm
TBT 70 Thick-wall tube cwal = 5mm

Cooler

AHXc 30 Shell-tube type, qpor = 20%, 3hyd = 1mm
REGc 18 Wire mesh stack, qpor = 90%, 3wir = 20 µm
CHX 30 Shell-tube type, qpor = 20%, 3hyd = 1mm
PT 60 Thick-wall tube cwal = 2.2mm

sAHX 10 Shell-tube type, qpor = 20%, 3hyd = 1mm

Table 1: Dimensions of each component in the thermoacoustic system.
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Number of Diameter Length

stages [mm] [mm]

3 32 4360

4 28 2770

5 30 2100

6 31 1670

Table 2: Optimum dimensions of resonance tubes using

different numbers of stages.

heat exchangers (HHX, AHXe) connected by a regenerator

(REGe), and the cooling section consisting of an ambient

and cold end heat exchangers (CHX, AHXc) connected by

a second regenerator (REGc). A thermal buffer tube (TBT)

connects the engine and cooler sections, and a second-

ary ambient temperature is connected to the CHX via a

pulse tube (PT) to diminish the unwanted thermal loss.

A final resonance (or compliance) tube (RT) is required

to couple two integrated stages by establishing a correct

phase of a travelling wave. Therefore, by altering the geo-

metry of core sections, a usually long RT between engine

outlet and cooler inlet is made unnecessary and replaced

by the TBT, and one RT remains per stage to ensure the

inertia of the resonating fluid. This improved design res-

ults in a higher power density compared to conventional

systems. The design fits a working cooling temperature

range of cooling between 200 and 290 K, heating at amax-

imum of 600 K, ambient temperature at 293 K, and mean

operating pressure at 2.0MPa. All cores have identical di-

mensions regardless of the number of stages, whereas RTs

have different dimensions for different number of stages

to optimise the acoustic field in cores, as listed in Table 1.

Dimensions of the RT between engine-cooling core for all

systems are listed in Table 2.

3. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS

3.1 Network modelling

We used DELTAEC [10] acoustic network analysis tool

to simulate the cycles and predict the performance of the

device. The code solves the linearised, periodic govern-

ing equations by assuming all oscillations are sinusoidal

and at their primary resonance [11, 4], so that each scalar

propertyk can be represented as:

k (G, C) = k +k14
8 (lC−qk (G)) , (1)

and q is a location-dependent phase.

It solves the one-dimensionalised perturbed equa-

tions in the frequency domain. Equations for mass (2),

momentum (3), and energy (4) described in Rott’s theory

[11, 4] are applied, as follows.

8ld1 = −d
(
mD1

mG
+ 1
A

mADA1

mA

)
, (2)

8lD1 = − 1
d

d?1
dG

+ a

A

m

mA

(
A
mD1

mA

)
, (3)

8ld2?)1 + d2?
d)
dG

D1 = 8l?1 +
:

A

m

mA

(
A
m)1

mA

)
, (4)

where the (k1) subscript indicates the perturbed, as op-

posed to the mean (k ), quantity, and the radial compon-

ents are eliminated outside heat exchangers, where the

approximated solid toworking fluid heat transfer are eval-

uated locally.

3.2 Phase of acoustic field

Themulti-stage loopedmodel can be simplified into a

single-stage section, as the circular character implies that

in a system with = stages, the phase shift at two arbitrary

points at a distance of one-stage apart (<th and (< + 1)th
stage) corresponds to a auto-phase difference,

qk,aut = qk,G,(<+1) − qk,G,< = −2c
=
. (5)

Furthermore, each variable is phased differently as each

component has a distinct impedance. The phase differ-

ence between pressure and flow rate, q?* , is important

for the performance of the system, and defined as,

? = % + ?14
8 (lC−q? ) ;

* = *14
8 (lC−q* ) ;

q?* = q? − q* . (6)

3.3 Onset analysis

We apply a transfer matrixmethod for calculating the

onset conditions based on the same equations used in

analytical solutions of the linearised periodic equations

[4] and by DELTAEC [10]. This method has been applied

and validated in previous research such as in ref. [12, 13,

14]. In the analysis, Eqs. 2 and 3, can be simplified to a

matrix form,
d
dG

(
?1
D1

)
= ZdG

(
?1
D1

)
, (7)

and by integration in G across a component,(
?1
D1

)
out

= Mcmp

(
?1
D1

)
in

, (8)

whereMcmp is the transfermatrix for the component eval-

uated. Each component has its own transfer matrix, and

the system can be evaluated by linear reversed multiplic-

ation of the matrix of each component, as further dis-

cussed in Ref. [12].
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Each stage in the system is identical, and the same

global transfer matrix is applied. Therefore, the values at

each location on adjacent stages are connected via the

auto-phase difference, qaut, and the calculation can be

simplified as,

Mstg

(
?1
D1

)
in

=

(
48qaut 0
0 48qaut

) (
?1
D1

)
in

. (9)

One can evaluate the onset condition for the limit

cycle by imposing the boundary conditions to the matrix.

All ambient and cold HXs are assumed to be at ambient

temperature, and HHXs are at the set operating temper-

ature. The onset condition is satisfied when the determ-

inant of transfer matrix is zero,

det

[
Mstg −

(
48qaut 0
0 48qaut

) ]
= 0. (10)

3.4 Efficiency

The thermal efficiency, [& , is defined as the ratio of

output cooling energy rate to the input heating energy

rate. This is not to be confused with the usual coefficient

of performance (COP) used in vapour-compression refri-

geration, which is the ratio of cooling output to work in-

put rate. An exergy efficiency, [- , can also be defined to

account for the highest achievable efficiency (Carnot) for

the given heating and cooling temperatures.

For a system generating thermal output &out at )out
with thermal input& in at)in under ambient temperature

at)0,

[& =
&c

&h

(11)

[- = [&

����)h)c )c −)0

)h −)0

���� . (12)

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Dimensions of thermal buffer tube

The dimensions in Table 1 were defined by iterative

optimisations. We positioned a short TBT between engine

and cooler sections to adjust the phase q?* . The length

of TBT was designed to optimise thermal efficiency, which

usually corresponds to a minimal coupled phase differ-

enceΔq?* in the engine and cooler regenerators. Figure 2

illustrates the optimal length of TBT at different combina-

tions of working temperatures. When the TBT length ;TBT
is 70mm, the efficiency hovers around an optimum for

the working condition. Figure 3 shows the change in ther-

mal efficiency [& and cooling flow&c as a function of the

length of TBT between 60 and 80mm. Both thermal ef-

ficiency and cooling output vary less than 10% when TBT

deviates ± 10mm off its optimal point.

Figure 2: Optimal length of TBT ;TBT,opt for efficiency

at temperature combinations with mean pressure at

2.0MPa and ambient temperature at 293 K.

Figure 3: Thermal efficiency [& and cooling flow&c at dif-

ferent TBT length ;TBT while HHX at 500 K and CHX at 240 K

with mean pressure at 2.0MPa and ambient temperature

at 293 K.

4.2 Onset characteristics analysis

The onset conditions are determined using the trans-

fer matrix method, as the network modelling tool.Onset

corresponds to the minimum temperature required for

the working fluid in the system to sustain an acoustic res-

onance and the respective frequency. Figure 4 shows the

onset temperature and frequency for differentmeanpres-

sures of the devices with 3 to 6 stages. Onset temper-

atures (Figure 4a) decrease from about 80-100 K at the

lowest pressure tested to 20 K for the highest pressure

of 3.5MPa, mainly as a result of the effect of density dif-

ferences at different pressure. Variation between num-
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(a) Onset temperature difference.

(b) Onset frequency.

Figure 4: Variation of onset frequency and temperature

difference of systemwith different stages at various mean

pressures.

ber of stages is small, as the cores are designed to oper-

ate under similar conditions. Onset frequency (Figure 4b)

changes little under varying pressure, as this result de-

pends primarily on geometry.

4.3 Steady state performance

The system cooling output&c is shown in Figure 5a for

a range of temperature settings. Cooling output increases

relatively linearly with either heating temperature )h or

cooling temperature )c, as thermal input increases as )h
increases and lower thermal potential is required when)c
increases.

This cooling output corresponds to the thermal effi-

ciency [& and exergy efficiency [- plotted as contours

in Figures 5b and 5c. Thermal efficiency increases as

the cooling temperature increases, whereas it increases

to a maximum and decreases thereafter while the heat-

ing temperature is increased. An efficiency of over 0.6 is

(a) Cooling power at different temperature conditions.

(b) Thermal efficiency [& at different temperature condi-

tions ranging between 0.20 and 0.65.

(c) Exergy efficiency [- at different temperature conditions

ranging between 0.10 and 0.20.

Figure 5: Simulation results of cooling power and effi-

ciency generated byDELTAECwithmean pressure at 2MPa

and ambient temperature 293 K.
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achieved when cooling temperature is above 280 K. The

simulated exergy efficiency achieves a maximum of 0.189

when heated to 550 K and producing cooling at 220 K.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Previous designs of thermoacoustic refrigeration sys-

tems have heating and cooling segments designed as

stages separated by long resonance tubes, which reduces

power density, increases complexity, and incurring losses.

A design of thermoacoustic refrigerator with the compact

integrated heating-cooling stages, operating at cooling

temperature between 200 and 290 K with low-grade heat

input at around 450 to 600 K, 2.0MPamean pressure, and

293 K ambient temperature is proposed and analysed in

this article. Using a network modelling method and ana-

lytical simulations, we found that for a four-stage system

at 2.0MPa mean pressure and 293 K ambient temperat-

ure,

• overall axial length of one stage in a four-stage sys-

tem is approximately 3m, with the core section less

than 0.3m;

• highest efficiency is achieved using TBTswith a length

of 70mm;

• the system onsets at approximately 35 K temperat-

ure difference between hot and ambient, and oscil-

lates in a limit cycle at 55 Hz resonance frequency -

this makes it a feasible candidate for operation with

solar power;

• the refrigeration system is expected to producemax-

imum power around 5 to 10 kW depending on input

and output temperature conditions;

• maximum thermal efficiency over 0.6 and exergy ef-

ficiency of 0.189 is achieved by the system.
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